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Leslie Bassett

“My Trio was composed late in l980 during a sabbatical leave in Santa Barbara, California. The
work bears some resemblance, at least in instrumentation, to the much earlier Trio for Viola, Clarinet
and Piano (CRI l49), yet it differs markedly in the bright nature of the recent work as opposed to the
darker mood of the former.
The new Trio is in five movements. It begins with a dramatic assertion of A, stated in rapidly
increasing units. The first of these is A itself, followed by A plus one note, then A plus two notes,
A plus three notes, etc. up to A plus seven. The growth of phrase size, if it may be called such, is
one of several readily-identified elements present in the work. Others are characteristic turns of
phrase, recurrent sonorities or gestures that may be found occasionally in some form throughout
the piece. In one respect the Trio might almost be a duo, for the violin and clarinet usually act
together, with the piano as their opposing or supportive force—two against one.
The opening movement is highly energetic, a forceful and dramatic beginning that ends
comparatively soon, so soon, in fact, that the energy generated by it spills over into the fast and
assertive second movement. The third movement, in contrast, begins quietly and lyrically, yet rises
to a dramatic middle area. The fourth is entirely placid, reflective and uncomplicated, while the
ending movement is again highly charged and energetic.
Each movement picks up some aspect of the ending passage of its predecessor as its own point of
departure. The first movement, for example, closes with the clarinet and violin playing two
conspicuous intervals, F-A and E-B, the same pitches with which the second movement opens in
the piano. The third movement ends with D-flat and F, and the fourth begins with them. The fourth
closes with a conspicuous high A in the violin, the root of the violin-clarinet interval, and the final
movement opens with that same A, which was also the root and primary tonal level of the opening
movement, the primal center. Personal means toward expressive ends.”
─Leslie Bassett
The world premiere of Trio was on October 6, 1981 at the University of Notre Dame, South Bend,
Indiana.
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